Indicator 16.2.2

“Number of victims of human trafficking per 100,000 population, by sex, age group and form of exploitation”
Hidden cases of TiP

Detected victims of TiP

The present

The future

Detected victims

Estimation of non-detected victims
Estimating the number of trafficking victims

Multiple Systems Estimate (MSE) based on lists of detected and recorded trafficking victims by local authorities – requires capacity to record victims

Network scale approach in surveys – requires significant funding and mainstreaming in national survey frameworks
Network scale approach
Measuring trafficking for forced labour

• Joint work with ILO
• Developing a conceptual framework on trafficking and forced labour
• Operationalization of the elements of trafficking from the UN Trafficking in Persons Protocol definition
• Development of a sample questionnaire for victimization surveys and planning the pilot surveys
Conceptual framework

TRAFFICKING FOR FORCED LABOUR OF ADULTS

**PURPOSE**
- Work
  - NO
  - YES

**ACT**
- (Recruitment, transport, transfer, receipt, harbouring)
  - NO
  - YES

**MEANS**
- No trafficking
  - No forced labour
  - No trafficking
  - No forced labour
  - No trafficking
  - Could be forced labour
  - Trafficking for forced labour
  - Trafficking for other purposes (organ, adoption, marriage)
  - Trafficking for FL (intent) but FL did not take place
  - No trafficking
  - Trafficking for forced labour

**RESULT**
- Trafficking for forced labour